
WRITING ACTION SEQUENCES IN NOVELS

Pen, paper action. Want to learn how to write fight scenes? we've got you covered. Here are five tips for writing an
effective action scene.

Think of how you can use these five descriptors in your writing to immediately transport the reader to the
scene. In situations of extreme stress, time seems to slow down. A foot came up from the pavement and kicked
him in the face. Be specific. A short sentence increases the pace, whereas medium and long sentences temper
it. This is the reason why many people simply skip over fight scenes in novels. Comment within 2 weeks;
winners must live in the US to receive the book by mail. Hearing is a little more delicate. He staggered back,
then dropped down into a sitting position. Her novel is an upper YA science fiction story about a young man
battling to make it to the top in the world of zero-gravity prizefighting amid brewing interplanetary conflict
between Earth and Mars. Some are mental. Lakin for her professional polish that makes my book shine. From
whose point of view do you want the reader to view the action? The second, third and fourth drafts have been
much better. Make the reader feel as if they could actually pick up that weapon and defend themselves even
just a little bit. Pain shot through his head. If not, cut it out â€” or move it to another place in your story. In
The Princess Bride , William Goldman writes a brilliant sword fight , and perhaps the most enjoyable fight
scene ever put on paper: The cliffs were very close behind him now. In contrast, reading a fight scene requires
the audience to activate their imagination. In mapping you do not confuse or contradict yourself, and crucially,
you do not confuse your reader. Use short, choppy words and sentences to speed up action, or slow it down by
pausing on details or lengthening prose. You can use italics for introspective thought. Smith July 21, When I
began writing my first crime novel, I knew it would be a challenge. Every time a new person takes an action in
this passage, Goldman starts a new line, making the reader encounter each attack as a sudden, vital event.
Then the man stood over Dixon, who spat out blood and teeth. On the other hand, fights in real life happen
blisteringly fast. Ask questions: how would you feel as you stood on the walls of a keep as thousands of orcs
charge toward you? South African novelist Deon Meyer shadows police officers and interviews forensics
experts to help him create scenes like this one, from Dead Before Dying. Clarity is king Kudos to anyone who
can work out what the hell is going on above. Shortly thereafter, the Don steps down and his youngest son,
Michael, rises to power. She really knows how to push you to make your writing stronger and to get it to the
place it needs to be. How do you build tone and mood for fight and action scenes? Affordable, insightful, and
thorough, my critiques will fast-track you in your writing career. Assume nothing. He slammed David into the
wall. This includes sight, hearing, taste, touch, and smell. Make every fight unique I read a YA fantasy
recently in which almost every fight involved the main character jumping up and spinning in the air to kick
opponents in the face usually two or three. Editor Susanne Lakin is a gifted wordsmith, coach, and mentor.


